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Associated Students' Open Year's Council Meetings

Eastern's student government at the Regional Student Council had its first meeting of the year.

The meeting was called to order by President John Lehman. Head of the business department, who read the order of business and led the meeting.

Some students were dissatisfied with the facilities of the Hall Lounge. He also stated that the council had decided to try to improve the lounge's facilities.

Mr. Kenneth Kennedy, assistant professor of chemistry, was introduced. The grant through the exobiology group of Stanford University where he served as a research associate. This summer, Dr. Kennedy will be working on an joint project at the university.

The grant is used for research of the recently discovered M32 mission in which it is planned to send an automated rocket to Mars in 1965.

During the summer, Dr. Stevens worked on the EWSC campus in the new Science building.

It is planned to hold the evening of Oct. 26 in the EWSC Memorial Fieldhouse and will feature Dr. J. Herbert Holman, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Science and Technology.

Opening Day

The opening day's program will be presented by Dr. E. R. Holman, chairman of the EWSC department of physics and math, and will feature talks by Dr. Halton C. Arp, assistant astronomer at the Wilson and Palomar Observatory, in California, and Dr. James Bonser, professor of biology at California Institute of Technology.

Dr. Arp will speak on "Model of the Universe," and Dr. Bonser, past president of the American Society of Plant Physiologists, will be a member of the National Academy of Sciences.

The program will open with "Lecture: The Ballet of the Big Molecules."

Deadline Set

Deadline for applications for students who wish to do their student teaching winter quarter of 1963-64, October 15. Applications may be obtained and returned to the Student Teaching office, Martin Hall.

In further business, an action was put off until next week to give Mr. Patrick McManus, the chairman of the student council, time to discuss the matter with class officers and the student council. The action was put off until after the meeting of the political science department at Washington State university in October.

Class Officers

The Class Officers for the fall quarter are: President: Denny Lamb, Secretary: Sue Young, Treasurer: Carol Manahan, Academic Chairman: Sharon Cumming, Business discussion will be held by Omar Heppner, chairman of the EWSC foreign language department.

Business discussion will be held by Omar Heppner, chairman of the EWSC foreign language department.

Math Clearance

Mathematics courses at Eastern Washington State College are offered to meet the needs of students in mathematics and related fields. The courses offered are designed to provide a solid foundation in mathematics and to prepare students for careers in various fields. The courses are taught by experienced and knowledgeable instructors, and the curriculum is continually updated to reflect the latest developments in the field.

Class Officers

Five candidates will be chosen from a field of 23 for today's election of freshman class officers.

The polls are set up in the Student Union's lounge and will be open from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. These attending the gala affair must show their ASB cards before they can vote.

Frost Elect

The following is a list of contestants: President: John Lomason, First Vice: Ken Oberg, Second Vice: Richard Rasmussen, Third Vice: Lee Johnson, Fourth Vice: Virginia Oberg; Treasurer: Carol Manahan, Carol Bierbrauer, Kathy Jacobsen, Public relations: Alman Beach, Secretary: Sue Young, Connie Fuller, and Business Manager: Bill Melior, Ken Cavdill, Virginia Oberg; and Basketball: Karen Ose, Nikki Costess; Social Chairman: Sharon Cummings, Ellen Strange; Scholarship Committee; and Student Council.
Problems of India

By Joan McCallum

India is problems. Dr. Darrell Morse, speaking to about fifty students in the first full session of the Koffee Korner, emphasized this point repeatedly in his talk, "India Today." Morse, the President of the Student Union, described the situation of India, Dr. Morse explained.

Politics

India's third major problem is political. Dr. Morse emphasized the Indian National Congress party of Gandhi and Nehru, its position of power and influence. The Indian people regard Gandhi as almost a divinity in India today. It is not surprising that those who don't sanction Gandhi's party are at a fraction of the Indian people.

The one top event in Indian history is their 1947 independence. Because of this, the caste system is foreign to a lot of people. The Indian government declared that there is, indeed, no easy solution to the problems of the nation. The unsung martyrs in this situation will be surely die. One can see from the turmoil which went on and which will un-doubtedly go on that these are mighty problems indeed.

Poverty

In listing the immediate problems of India, Dr. Morse offered the discussion of the poverty problem. Poverty has become accustomed to the poverty. It is widespread, and for the extreme squallor with which they met at every stop. "We were in Bombay at the end of the tour, and the poverty there shocked us as much as it did at the beginning of the tour. The people didn't scratch the surface. They simply astonishingly simple resources. One hears people using the terms "poverty" and "richness", but they don't see it. But if there was a bad winter in India, millions of poor people sleeping in the streets would surely die."

Language

The second problem listed by Dr. Morse was language. "It is hard to think of India as a nation, it says, "as it has no common language." Many recent English because it was not unique, nor was it a language. About one percent of the population speaks English, but not all of these speak it well."

The nearly 300 dialects spoken by the Indians impede communication between groups, many people speak one of these languages, but the percentage of those speaking any one is small. The consensus accepts 14 languages in addition to English as official.

The third problem is education. India is attempting to have all the people speak one language.

Many Indians will not admit the language problem. Dr. Morse emphasized that children learn English and Hindi simultaneously. The newspapers in the newspaper and then action taken by the student govern-

Your cooperation on this matter will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Doug Sylvester, President

ANV Region

Property

"We have watched with great concern the events revolving around property rights in India. The property rights of the State of Mississippi and a citizen of the United States of America, we offer any assistance in the same manner that you are carrying on on an insured equally.

The telegram to Attorney General Robert Kennedy, expressing support of federal government action in this case, and expressing concern of the possibility of the outbreak of violence, and urging the Kennedy administration to send a warning.

The telegram to Kennedy should be sent in care of Tim Manring, Attorney General. Mr. Manring, as a taxpayer of the State of Mississippi, is an institution supported by public funds. We hope that the student body officers will do everything in their power to help us.

We have sent a telegram to Mr. Kennedy, expressing support of the Indian government's position in India's struggle for independence.
Homecoming Activities Begin Tonight

Homecoming is here once again. To inaugurate the activities, the Queen candidates will be introduced in the Ball lounge this evening at 7:30 p.m.

The candidates are: Jan Williams, sponsored by Hudson hall; Jo Hess, Sutton hall; Hope Pierce, Gary hall; Myrna Latchner, Louise Anderson and Marie Houston, Bachelor's club and Off-campus.

Curtain’s Up!
The cast for the first of the four French comedies to be presented this year by the EWC drama department is almost complete.

The play, "Amphitryon—38," is written in a prose-and-three-acts style by Jean Giraudoux. Cast, in the play are: Fred Erickson, Roy J. Harvey, Robert J. Bruya, Sally Lanning, LeRoy Joelerman, Gretchen Herrmann, Eline Powell, Nancy Ann Lawson and Jeanne Kanzler.

Two roles in the play, the trumpeter and the warrior, are yet to be cast.

Production assistants for Amphitryon—38 are Barbara Hansen, Kety Tyler, Sharon Jane Evans and Carolyn Lackey.

C.C.F. Purchases Meeting House

Campus Christian Fellowship of EWC, under the direction of the Reverend Hadley Harper, has announced the purchase of a meeting house.

Rev. Harper said Friday that the house, located at North 39th Street (across from Louise Anderson hall) is to be used primarily as a student center. He continued to say that Thursday evenings will be set aside for lectures and discussions beginning at 8 p.m. Sunday evenings at 5:30 p.m. guest speakers on youth fellowship will be scheduled. Other meetings and their times will be posted about the campus.

Price of the two-story structure was not disclosed by Rev. Harper.

Ditton’s Dairy

Rain, snow or shine... Ditton's Dairy Products delivered to your door.

Ditton's Dairy, 815-4182, for regular delivery of high-quality milk, cream, butter and cheese. Local accounts welcome.

CAMPUS TYPE I

The High-Stepper is an ideal choice for Campus Type #1 for two reasons. First, she is a fairly common species—and second, she is easy to identify.

Just as the bird-watching beginner should concentrate on the Robin, Sparrow and Cardinal before moving on to more exotic species, the girl watching beginner should master the observation and identification of types such as the High-Stepper before progressing to rarer (and usually more difficult to identify) types.

As in all fine arts, the mastery of fundamentals is the key to girl watching success. This mastery of fundamentals is just as important in the art of cigarette making.

Taste Pall Mall and see what we mean!

Pall Mall Presents-GIRL WATCHER’S GUIDE

Rain, snow or shine... Ditton’s Dairy Products delivered to your door.

Ditton's Dairy, 815-4182, for regular delivery of high-quality milk, cream, butter and cheese. Local accounts welcome.

CAMPUS TYPE I

The High-Stepper is an ideal choice for Campus Type #1 for two reasons. First, she is a fairly common species—and second, she is easy to identify.

Just as the bird-watching beginner should concentrate on the Robin, Sparrow and Cardinal before moving on to more exotic species, the girl watching beginner should master the observation and identification of types such as the High-Stepper before progressing to rarer (and usually more difficult to identify) types.

As in all fine arts, the mastery of fundamentals is the key to girl watching success. This mastery of fundamentals is just as important in the art of cigarette making.

Taste Pall Mall and see what we mean!

Pall Mall’s natural mildness is so good to your taste!

So smooth, so satisfying, so downright smokeable!
Tom Dick Clark
New Director of KEWC
Sets Goals for Station
By Jan Gleer
The man who taught Dick Clark (of American Bandstand) news writing and broadcasting while he was a student is now the new director of KEWC radio.

Howard Hopf has been added to Eastern's faculty as the director of Radio-Television.

Hopf attained his B.A. in marketing and speech at San Diego State, his masters in radio-television and research at Syracuse, and has completed his doctorate dissertation at St. Louis University.

In 1949 he helped build and organize station KFMB-TV (CBS) in San Diego. He also worked with station WSYR-TV (NBC) in Syracuse, WPXI in Pittsburgh, KPFT in Houston, WFAA in Dallas, and KGB radio in San Diego. At one time he was sales manager for radio station WSOH and station governor.

Hopf has had experience in fields related to radio-television. He has worked with several advertising firms, as a public relations writer, speaker, and host in community theatre. He is also a member of several national organizations, among them Who's Who in American Colleges, University Men's National, Blue Key, and Tau Kappa Epsilon.

He is an expert chef and was the host of a restaurant television show in his spare time he and his wife, Gladys, like to play golf and bowl.

Along with directing the radio station and instructing, Hopf is planning for a modern, fully equipped campus television station, which he hopes to see on the campus within the next six years.

Larry Little
Cites Goal
Improvement of collegiate atmosphere is one of the major goals ASB President Larry Little has set for the term.

"I didn't know you were on a college campus when you went downstairs and thought you might be in any downtown restaurant. It lacks the collegiate atmosphere," Little said.

One of the problems involving college atmosphere concerns the Harbor in the Student Union building.

"This is the living room of the college," Little said. "If I thought it should be improved.

Students interested may sign their names and addresses in the Associated Students office in the Student Union building. These students will be appointed to serve on various committees.

History Club Is Planned
To gain a better understanding of history—past and in the making—this year a new club is forming at Eastern, the History Club. It will provide for an expression of interests beyond the classroom.

Both faculty and local historians will be invited to speak.

Dr. Claude Nicholls is the acting advisor to the History club, who are interested. Freshmen and social studies majors especially are invited to attend meetings.

The club hopes to afford an opportunity to learn more about various historical events by studying past questions and through careful analysis of present ones.

There are many experts here on campus who should be able to offer excellent insight into current events, according to Dr. Nicholls. Here, too, current "hot spots" may be able to be examined dispassionately from all sides.

Six Delegates Attend USNSA Conference
A delegation of six students led by ASB President Larry Little represented Eastern at the Congress of the United States National Student Association held on the Ohio State University campus in Columbus, Ohio.

In addition to Little, Sharon Perkins, AIB activities vice president, Les Francis, campus NSA coordinator, Bruce Jamerson, Linda Page, and Ann McCallum formed the delegation.

Little had three voting delegates and three alternates.

USNSA is the largest student government group in the United States. At each summer congress it discusses problems of students and of the world. Nearly 1,250 delegates from 400 schools meet for two weeks, attend seminars to investigate problems, form committees, and submit legislation, and finally vote as a body on questions of national and international interests.

The delegates are, in most cases, the campus leaders from across the nation. They meet to discuss the role of the student and to seek ways to lead their campuses in awareness of political and moral issues. The U.S. NSA is not a political organization. Represented at the congress are Young Republicans, Young Democrats, Young Democrats-Liberal Conservatives and other groups.

The NSA summer convention is an opportunity for delegates from the specific regions to meet and discuss the role of the student leader. It is also an opportunity for delegates from the specific regions to meet and discuss activities of the college in 1970. For the next few years, general purposes of the college are being shared by other instructional departments.

George M. Rasque and son were the architects, Max and John Kuney, Inc., the general contractor.

Mr. Perrin Smith, Eastern's new registrar came from Texas and installed the IBM system of registering and keeping records.

Art Series Opens
(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. Perrin Smith, Eastern's new registrar came from Texas and installed the IBM system of registering and keeping records.

The dedication ceremonies and the symposium will be open to the public, Dr. Douglas said. High school and college science teachers in the Island Empire have been invited to the symposium, as have their students.

Tours
Tours of the new EWSC science building will be offered during the semester. Also, a building which went in full use at EWSC this fall, was constructed at a total cost of $2,138,156.90, and contains 108,800 square feet.

The dedication and symposium will be open to the public. The dedication ceremony will be held on Sunday, October 27, at 2:30 p.m.

Full Coverage Auto Insurance
Gives You
Complete Protection
SEE
GARNETT BROOKS
Your Local Orange and Rocky Mountain Agent
Telephone
5-4453
Ratcliff welcomes you to Eastern
The liveliest, most care-free cars of the year are here
STEAKS ONLY $1.00
T-Bone Top Sirloin Cube
Bread Potatoes Salad Drink
DRIVE IN
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Freshmen not having a 2.34 high school grade point average may be in for trouble this quar­
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Phil Beta Lambda Holds Meeting

Eastern's Business club, now a branch of Phi Beta Lambda, a national honorary fraternity for business majors, held its first meeting of the year on October 5. Eastern's club, which received its charter this fall, is now one of the few in the state which be­

long to Phi Beta Lambda.

traffic to sustain a running game to

Economic Group

States Form

the non-Communist countries of the world should establish an economic community.

Modern Dance Group To Meet

EWSC's Modern Dance group will meet this year in FH13 at 3:40 on Wednesdays. Anyone is welcome for this extra-curricular activity regardless of dance experience.

Members will have the oppor­
tunity to take part in master les­
sions and workshops at dance at various state colleges in addition to the November Phys. Ed. con­
viation and various campus pro­
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Savages dominated the early action and threatened twice. Lew Gruchin's short passes moved the Pirates 20 yards, where Mike Macauley's field goal attempt was wide to the left. Whitworth's first threat came when Matthews returned a put 52 yards.

The Savages held and when they fumbled a pass, each Eng­

land drove the Pirates back with a 15-yard punt. A penalty nulli­
fied John Murio's 20-yard runback of the punt. The Savages lost this advantage when they fumbled a punt and Whitworth recovered. Thereafter the Savages gained yardage more consistently than Eastern. Thus the ensuing punt exchange left Whitworth in score­
ing position.

PWS penetrated to the Pirate 30 in the third quarter but an intercep­tion ended the threat. Eastern didn't threaten again and the game ended with Whit­worth shop in Savage territory.

Whitworth pressured Gruchin and Manderlin his Interception in the second half to halt the short passes which had accounted for important yardage. Gruchin hit seven of 11 passes and Bob Clark es .

"Because of this, the goal of Phi Mu this year will be to seek greater co-operation between the musical organizations on campus to further student's interest in music and the related activities." With this objective in mind, plans were laid for fraternity ac­
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members was also scheduled. "We expect to welcome well-qualified men into Phi Mu this quarter," said DeMiero, "and I'd be happy to discuss fra­

ternity with any man interested in music." Students wishing to know more about Phi Mu Alpha may contact either Frank DeMiero or the fra­
terity advisor, Mr. Wes We­
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Eastern Washington football coach Ed Chissus said Sunday that he plans to introduce offensive changes in an attempt to improve the savage offense which has been impotent this year.

Eastern has gained only 373 yards in three games, all losses. The Savages have scored two touchdowns.

Chissus said that the offensive changes would be designed to produce consistent yardage. This means that Eastern will try to get short yardage more often and sacrifice attempts for long gainers. The purpose of the club is to enable students to become better acquainted with each other through its activities.

The Feed will be held at the Cheney City hall on Sunday, October 14, at 7 p.m. Cost will be 25 cents per person and dinner will be school clothes.

**Swimming Lessons Offered**

Swimming lessons for adults and children will be offered this year at the EWSC pool. Registration was held Friday afternoon.

Classes are scheduled three evenings each week, from 5 to 6 p.m. Monday classes will be for beginners, Wednesday intermediate and Friday advanced. Saturday classes will be arranged if there is a demand for them.

Dr. Jack R. Leighton, head of the EWSC division of health, recreation, physical education and athletics, said all instruction will be by qualified Red Cross instructors. Classes are limited to 10 persons with a charge of $5 for 10 lessons. Private instruction may be arranged.

**KEWC Schedules 'Drinking' Report**

"College Drinking," a report made on the E.W.S.C campus by KEWC news will be aired by KEWC radio October 10, at 10:30 p.m. The report consists of interviews with students, clergy, and lawyers.

**Spaghetti Feed**

Set Sunday

A spaghetti feed will be held next weekend for all students who are majors or minors in physical education. It is sponsored by the Turnverein club, which is a consolidation of the men's and women's P.E. clubs. The purpose of the club is to enable students to become better acquainted with each other through its activities.

The Feed will be held at the Cheney City hall on Sunday, October 14, at 7 p.m. Cost will be 25 cents per person and dinner will be school clothes.

**Delta Psi Heirs Dr. Kirchner**

Dr. Glenn Kirchner, EWSC associate professor of physical education, spoke on "Physical Fitness in Today's Schools." Satur day morning at the first meeting of the year of the EWSC Delta Psi chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, international fraternity for men in education. The 9:30 a.m. breakfast was held in the Student Union.

**Savages Give Money, Aid After Fire**

EWSC lost its first two football games this season.

But Don Bade, a senior end from Pasco, and Ed Laulainen, a graduate assistant coach from Longview, lost everything they owned.

Bade and Laulainen were living in a house in Cheney. Last week, while they were out, the house was completely destroyed by fire.

Bade and Laulainen had nothing left but the clothes they were wearing.

Today, both have complete wardrobes and all personal items to new toothbrushes, thanks to the generosity of their fellow teammates.

More than $500 was given by members of the Savage football squad in a spontaneous act that coach Ed Chissus describes as one of the finest team efforts he has ever seen. In addition to the money, the team members helped clean up the remains of the house.
Understanding of The Arts Urged

Washington Art association officials this year are promoting interest in art education and are urging artists, teachers and individuals otherwise interested to join toward the understanding and awareness of how art experience develops creative thinking.

As quoted from a WAA bulletin, "The purpose of this organization shall be to advance the study, participation, and interest in art throughout the state. All persons interested in the development of art in this state are eligible for membership—the creative artists, the teachers, and others who wish to encourage art."

Mr. Bruno, state supervisor of schools, plans to request a budget which will include more adequate support of art and music.

Mr. Bruno stated, "A strong, active art association will be of real value toward this end. I have been making the point that art and music are essential parts of the development of an individual."